Several new physics experiments in 1998 were performed and analyzed to show the subtlety of quantum theory, including the "wave-particle duality" and the nonseparability of two-particle entangled state. Here it is shown that the measurement is bound to change the object by destroying the original quantum coherence between the object and its environment. So the "physical reality" should be defined at two levels, the "thing in itself" and the "thing for us". The wave function in quantum mechanics is just playing the role for connecting the two levels of matter via the fictitious measurement.
In recent years especially in 1998, a series of important physics experiments were published. They were performed in such delicate manner and with so amazing results that pushed the subtlety or mystery of quantum theory in front of the physicists as well as the public in a very acute way. These experiments can be sorted into four categories:
(1) The experimental discovery of fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) [1] and the observation of fractional charge (e/3) in FQHE system [2, 3] .
(2) Direct test of wave-particle duality (complementarity) by a "which-way" experiment in an atom interferometer [4] .
(3) Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) experiments were performed in two-photon entangled state to show the violation of Bell inequality under strict Einstein locality conditions [5] or to show the quantum correlation over long distance (> 10km) [6] . Also an EPR experiment was achieved at CERN to test the non-separability of entangled neutral-kaon wave function [7] .
(4) First direct observation of time-reversal non-invariance in the neutral-kaon system [8] .
In this paper we will concentrate on the (1)-(3) experiments especially (2) and (3) because they are directly related to the fundamental interpretation of quantum mechanics (QM). We will show that the outcome of these experiments strongly support the validity and completeness of QM including the Heisenberg's position-momentum uncertainty relation.
However, the correct interpretation of QM does need a clarification of an important point of view that a quantum state before the measurement has no any information. The latter is created only during the measurement by the object and subject in common.
I. The essence of measurement
The "which way" (WW) experiment in an atom interferometer was proposed by Scully et al [9] and successfully realized by DNR [4] . It is a new realization of ideal experiment long considered by physicists , say, by Feynman [10] . In Feynman's double-slit interference experiment of electron, in order to determine which slit the electron goes through, a light source is put just behind the double-slit for watching the electron. Feynman predicted that once the light source is switched on, the interference pattern will be washed out. And it was explained by the impact of photon on the electron. The momentum transfer ∆p x and the position uncertainty of electron along the screen direction, ∆x, will be constrained to the Heisenberg's uncertainty relation:
As Feynman quoted from Heisenberg that "It is impossible to design an apparatus to determine which hole the electron passes through, that will not at the same time disturb the electrons enough to destroy the interference pattern." Feynman said: "The uncertainty principle 'protects' quantum mechanics." See also some interesting discussion on this problem in Refs. [11] [12] [13] .
Instead of electrons, the 85 Rb atoms are used in DNR's experiment. The "double-slit" is realized by the Bragg diffraction of atomic beam on two standing light waves. The WW information is provided by two microwave pulses which divide the splitting beams into pure internal states, either |2 or |3 being two hyperfine states with total angular momentum F = 2 or 3. Once this is done, the interference fringes are lost due to the 3|2 = 0.
The analysis shows that the momentum transfer from microwave pulse to the atom is so negligible that it plays no role in the loss of interference. Then the authors concluded that complementarity is not enforced by the uncertainty relation, Eq. (1).
Undoubtedly the DNR experiment is very important for it further reveals the essence of measurement which can be summarized as three propositions:
(a) The measurement is bound to change the state of object.
(b) The measurement is also quantum in essence. The quantum correlation (i.e. entanglement) between the apparatus and the object is bound to destroy the quantum correlation (quantum coherence) originally existing in the object.
(c) There is no any information (experimental data) existed before the measurement is made.
Let us first look at the measurement in classical physics. The specific heat at constant volume of certain substance is defined as
While that at constant pressure is
Note that, however, the change of the internal energy U, or the temperature T , or the entropy S, even is infinitesimal but certainly can not be zero because of the energy quantum hµ with the Planck constant h = 0. Therefore, the definition and value of C V or C P are endowed by the operation during the measuring process as shown by Eq. (2) or (3) respectively. Either C V or C P is objective in the sense of its unique value given by the measurement. However, the simultaneous measurement of C V and C P will disturb each other, leading to inaccuracy in the result. The reason is as follows [14] :
A measurement is always an operation procedure (denoted by A) for changing the object The great merit of quantum mechanics (QM) lies in the fact that it unveils the truth of epistemology at the basic level. For example, the plane wave function of a freely moving particle reads
Notice that, however, where the momentum parameter p x inside is not an observable,
i.e., not a quantity existing before the measurement. Only during a "space translational operation" is imposed on the wave function as follows
can we pick out the observable p x on the right side. So the fact that in QM a classical dynamical variable, say p x , becomes an operator
is nothing but a mathematical statement (6) of the principle of epistemology that the measurement is always a change on the object.
It is because the measurement of position x and p x are different, they have the meaning of complementarity. On the other hand, both x and p x are related to the measurement in the space, i.e., they have "identity" in essence, so the "repulsiveness" (conflict) contained in their difference will display inevitably under certain condition. Therefore, it seems to us that the uncertainty relation and the complementarity just are two aspects reflecting the same essence. There is no question about which one of them is more fundamental.
The DNR experiment can also be explained by the general scheme with Fig. 1 . The experiment arrangement without two microwave pulses is denoted by "A", while "a" denotes the appearance of interference fringe. On the other hand, "B" denotes the operation of imposing two microwave pulses for measuring the WW information, while "b" denotes the disappearance of fringe. The repulsiveness or complementarity is contained in one expression that the distinguishability (of WW information) D and the fringe visibility V is limited by the duality relation
The unique feature of DNR experiment lies in the fact that they change the internal quantum state of atom. In some sense the measurement destroys the quantum coherence of internal state. It has no classical correspondence.
II. The EPR experiments and the entanglement in QM The generalized Bell's inequality reads
where E(α, β) is the expectation value of two-photon correlation with α and β being the directions of polarization analyzers of Alice and Bob. On the other hand, the prediction of QM is
The 14700 coincidence events collected in 10s yield
which corresponds to a violation of inequality (7) of 30 standard deviation and so strongly supports QM.
2. Being a remarkable realization of Franson's prominent proposal [16] , Tittel experiment [6] demonstrated the quantum correlation between two (energy and time) entangled photons can be maintained over long distance (> 10km). The coincidence counts between two interferometers were fitted to the probability function as 3. A beautiful EPR experiment was performed by CPLEAR Collaboration at CERN on K 0K 0 system [7] . Alice and Bob were located at left and right side with distance ∼ 10cm
between. According to the prediction of QM, the wave function of K 0K 0 system is entangled as follows:
where t a and t b are the proper time records at Alice and Bob sides while
The "asymmetry" is defined as
where I unlike (I like ) is the intensity of event with
By contrast, if the wave function is factorized or separable, i.e., only one term is left in the expression (11), then the asymmetry would always be zero, A = 0. The experiment showed the value of A(∆l) with ∆l (in cm) being the flight path difference:
in comparing with the prediction of QM:
Thus the separability hypothesis is excluded with a confidence level CL > 99.99% and proves once again the validity of QM.
In all these EPR experiments mentioned above the entangled state i.e., two-particle state with quantum correlation over long distance, exhibits its subtlety. For example, for the K 0K 0 system described by Eq. (11), only after Alice finds a K 0 (orK 0 ) in the measurement at time t a , can Alice predict with 100% certainty that Bob must finds aK 0 (or K 0 ) at the same time (t a = t b ). Since they are separated over long distance, (10cm in CPLEAR experiment and even > 10km in Tittel experiment), no information can be communicated between them with a velocity equal to or less than the speed of light. In other words, no local hidden variable (LHV) can exist as inferred by the violation of Bell inequality. Therefore, the sudden nonlocal collapse of wave function of entangled two-particle state (into a measured distinct particle at Alice side with another one at Bob side) seems to be caused via some "spooky action at a distance" by Einstein, (see [17] ).
III. Quantum state and wave function
Let us try to understand the mystery posed by the experiments discussed above, at least to some extent. Then it seems to us that the fundamental interpretation of QM is involved.
In Dirac notation, a quantum state, e.g., a one-particle state in one-dimensional space is denoted by an abstract state vector |Ψ in Hilbert space. In Hersenberg picture, there is no description either x or t in |Ψ . Only after some representation is chosen, can it get some description. For instance, if we choose the eigenvector of the position x, |x, t , as the base vector and take the contraction (projection) of |Ψ with |x, t , we obtain the wave function in configuration space:
Alternatively, we can choose the eigenvector of momentum p, |p, t , as the base vector to get the wave function in momentum space (p representation) as
The two kinds of wave function, (16) and (17), are two different descriptions for the same quantum state |Ψ . No one in the two is more fundamental than the another one.
The wave functions in QM are not observable. But they are very useful in linking the even more abstract state vector, say |Ψ , to the potential possible outcome in experiments if the latter are really performed on the state. For example, we are going to measure the position x of the particle, so we choose |x, t to characterize (represent) the "apparatus" for x measurement and write down the wave function Ψ(x, t). Note that, however [18] , (a) What contained in the Ψ(x, t) is merely a "fictitious measurement". So being a "probability amplitude", the wave function always contains the imaginary number unit i = √ −1 which is unobservable.
(b) According to the statistical interpretation by M. Born, |Ψ(x, t)| 2 is the probability of finding the particle at position x during the measurement rather than that of the appearance of the particle before the measurement.
(c) Some times it was tacitly assumed that x in the wave function is the position coordinate of "point particle". We don't think so. Instead, we prefer to think that in the 1S state of a Hydrogenlike atom the electron has a spatial extension with radius a/Z (a = 0.529×10 −10 m being the Bohr radius and Z being the charge number of nucleus). On the other hand, when an electron is under high-energy collision, its spatial extension may be compressed into a tiny one, say less than 10 −18 m [19] .
IV. The relation between individual and its environment
The existence state of any individual particle is depending on its environment. This can be seen most clearly in the lifetime (τ ) of an unstable particle. For instance, see the β-decay of nuclei. A free neutron has τ = 14.8 minutes, while the τ of nuclide Many nuclides, including the neutron in the neutron star (pulsar), are stable against β-decay,
i.e., they have τ = ∞. This shows that the lifetime of a neutron is strongly influenced by its (nuclear) environment. Actually, it nearly has no intrinsic stability. This can also be seen from the decay law:
which means that a neutron at any time, as long as it has not decayed, has a definite decay probability independent of its existing time already. Just like the words said by the Chinese philosopher Zhuangzi (369BC-286BC): "Just was born just died, just died just was born".
The mass of a particle is also depending on its environment. In the language of quantum field theory, mass generation is only possible after the vacuum undergoes a phase transition ( [20] , see also the explanation by Wilczek [21] , he speculated the discovery of Higgs particle in the years to come. We had calculated the Higgs mass to be 138GeV [22] ).
Now the nonlocal two-particle state in the EPR experiments is non-separable before the measurement. As shown in Eqs. (11) and (12), the kaon at Alice (or Bob) side is not either
The information that Alice finds a K 0 (orK 0 ) while Bob finds aK 0 (or K 0 ) is just created by them via measurement at the same time.
The strong correlation among many particles is clearly shown in FQHE. The ground state of N electrons is described by the Laughlin wave function [23] . Every electron loses its independent feature. So the whole system exhibits itself as an imcompressible fluid and the elementary excitation above the ground state is a quasi-particle with fractional charge (say e/3) [2, 3] and carrying non-local information (such as an invisible string) [24] . Only after we destroy the quantum coherence of FQHE, can an electron appear.
Now we understand why the quark with fractional charge can not be deconfined from a hadron (say a proton). This is because quark is not a particle in the common sense, i.e., not a "building block". The latter is only well defined when it can be separated from its environment with the binding energy B much less than its rest energy E 0 : B/E 0 ≪ 1. In fact, every particle is changing during its separating process. When we wish to pick a u quark out of a proton, both this u quark and other two quarks (u and d) are changed to such an extent that the whole proton is destroyed and what we can see are other particles.
The three valence quarks (uud) are suitable for describing the property of a proton near its ground state. However, when the proton is under high-energy collision, it would be better to use the parton model, i.e., to resort to the picture of many sea quarks and gluons besides the valence quarks. A proton is infinite in essence, it has various aspects in various experiments. Not only dynamics, but also its ingredients are depending on the character of experiment, i.e., on what we are looking for [18] .
From individual particle to the whole environment, we see that they are all infinite and mutually related. We tend to share the view point of Zurek et al [25] that the environment plays a crucial role in destroying the quantum coherence and bringing the measuring process to an end. The apparatus, being a part of environment, substitutes the original quantum correlation (entanglement) in the measured object by the new entanglement between the apparatus and the object, as shown in the microwave measurement of DNR experiment [4] .
The final stage of measurement is achieved at the screen or detector (they are also part of the environment), where the wave packet of particle is collapsed.
V. Is the moon there when nobody looks [17] ?
In the DNR experiment [4] , the center-of-mass motion of atom is described by the plane wave function, which served as a "guiding field" for atom motion. We can not think of a atom like a small ball with radius 0.1nm passing through the double-slit with spacing d = 1.3µm.
Rather, we should think of the atom like a wave packet with spatial extension exceeding d.
What we can do is discussing the wave function and its interference. The particle feature of atom is displayed only at the final stage. Similarly, the two-photon entangled state in Tittlel experiment [6] is correlated in long distance (> 10km). To talk about one photon being here or there is meaningless since the single-photon coherence length L C is only 10.2µm. The CPLEAR experiment clearly shows that the entangled state of K 0K 0 system has a spatial extension ∼ 10cm, far exceeding the radius or Compton wave-length of a single kaon.
Hence, in our point of view, the so called "wave-particle duality" means the following.
Before the quantum coherence of the motion of a particle is destroyed by the measurement, we should handle it as "wave" by Schrodinger equation theoretically until it is detected and then shows its "particle" feature. This is a problem of different temperaments at two levels, not at the same level.
We are now in a position to try to answer Einstein's question: "What is the physical reality?" It seems to us that a "thing" should be defined at two levels. An object when it is independent of the consciousness of mankind and before the measurement is made, could be called as "thing in itself". It is something absolute in nature and containing no information.
In QM, it is denoted by a quantum state |Ψ separated approximately from its environment.
Then after some measurement is performed, it is turned into "thing for us", reflecting a series of experimental data. It is then something relative in nature. Sometimes, we call it "phenomenon". As J.A. Wheeler said: "No phenomenon is phenomenon until it is an observed phenomenon." The wave function in QM is just playing the role for connecting the two levels of matter via the fictitious measurement. In some sense, we may also claim that:
"We can only see what we intend to see." Eventually, we will be convinced by the Chinese saying: "Oneness of heaven and man." 
